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ALREADY SOLD

Donna Moderna (Italy)

TRICKS OF THE TRADE
10 VOLUMES

SIZE 22.5 x 22.5 cm

PAGES 144

ILLUSTRATIONS 370 in color.

BINDING flexibound

MATERIALS coated paper

WORDS OF TEXT 24.000

Average print run for each title sold in combined sale in
Italy: 40.000 copies at 7,90 €

Over 14000 pages and 3700 images that explore in depth
the major recent trends in the do-it-yourself world

The around 50 objects to be made are presented step by
step through illustrated, detailed instructions that allow
even the least expert reader to follow them successfully

VOLUMES IN THE SERIES

> DÉCOUPAGE

> DÉCOUPAGE NEW TECHNIQUES

> STENCIL

> BEADS

> WIRE SCULPTURE

> PAPER YARN

> RECYCLING WITH CREATIVITY

> FELT

> CANDLES

> GIFT WRAPPING

An absolutely innovative series. 
Ten publications to present, as thoroughly as
possible, the world of do-it-yourself crafts. 
A series designed for everyone, from the most
demanding hobbyists to those whose curiosity
has led them to come to terms, perhaps for
the first time, with their creative side.
Découpage, gift wrapping, stencils, wire
sculpture, candles: a journey toward the new
frontiers of feminine creativity. Each book
guides the reader through the creation of

about fifty projects, each of which is explained
in a clear, simple way, accompanied by
approximately 400 photographs to illustrate
the phases of the work, step by step.
The books propose a wide variety of projects,
from classics to trends, to appeal to an ever
growing audience of enthusiasts. The results
are guaranteed by the simplicity of the texts
and the vivid images. Maximum gratification
made easy: nothing is more fun than creating
an object with your own two hands.


